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Remote Sensing, Pixels, & Resolution   Name_________________________ 

 

Background Information:  In any digital medium the resolution of the image is dependent upon the 

size of the pixel used to create the image.  A pixel is a block of color or shade of black and white.  When 

all of the pixels are combined the result is a total image.  Zoom in as far as possible on a cell phone 

picture.  What do you see?  What do think a picture would look like if each pixel was the size of your 

screen? The size of the pixel is related to the resolution of the total picture.  The larger the pixel size the 

lower the resolution and the smaller the pixel size the higher the resolution. 

NASA has to address these same types of questions as they design remote sensing satellites.  NASA 

engineers have to balance pixel size and resolution with surface coverage and cost.  Before we begin the 

exercise on pixel size, read and summarize the short article from NASA. 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_06.php 

 

 

Pixels and Bits 

  

Using radio waves, data from Earth-orbiting 

satellites are transmitted on a regular basis to 

properly equipped ground stations. As the data are 

received they are translated into a digital image that 

can be displayed on a computer screen. Just like the 

pictures on your television set, satellite imagery is 

made up of tiny squares, each of a different gray 

shade or color. These squares are called pixels—

short for picture elements—and represent the 

relative reflected light energy recorded for that part 

of the image.  

This weather satellite image of hurricane Floyd from September 15, 1999, has 

been magnified to show the individual picture elements (pixels) that form most 

remote sensing images. (Image derived from NOAA GOES DATA)  

Each pixel represents a square area on an image that is a measure of the sensor's 

ability to resolve (see) objects of different sizes. For example, the Enhanced 

Thematic Mapper (ETM+) on the Landsat 7 satellite has a maximum resolution 

of 15 meters; therefore, each pixel represents an area 15 m x 15 m, or 225 m
2
. 

Higher resolution (smaller pixel area) means that the sensor is able to discern 

smaller objects. By adding up the number of pixels in an image, you can 

calculate the area of a scene. For example, if you count the number of green 

pixels in a false color image, you can calculate the total area covered with 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_06.php
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vegetation.  

How does the computer know which parts of the image should be dark and 

which one should be bright? Computers understand the numeric language of 

binary numbers, which are sets of numbers consisting of 0s and 1s that act as an 

"on-off" switch. Converting from our decimal system to binary numbers, 00 = 

0, 01 = 1, 10 = 2, 11 = 3. Note that we cannot use decimal numbers since all 

computers are fussy—they only like "on" and "off."  

For example, consider an image that is made up of 8 columns by 5 rows of 

pixels. In this figure, four shades are present: black, dark gray, light gray and 

white. The darkest point is assigned the binary number 00, dark gray as 01, 

light gray as 10, and the brightest part the binary number 11. We therefore have 

four pixels (B5, C4, D7 and E2) that the spacecraft says are 00. There are three 

dark gray pixels (B3, C2, C6 and E6) assigned the binary number 01, three light 

gray pixels (D3, D6 and E5) that are binary number 10, and 29 white pixels are 

assigned the binary number 11.  

 

Four shades between white and black would produce images with too much 

contrast, so instead of using binary numbers between 00 and 11, spacecraft use 

a string of 8 binary numbers (called "8-bit data"), which can range from 

00000000 to 11111111. These numbers correspond from 0 to 255 in the 

decimal system. With 8-bit data, we can assign the darkest point in an image to 

the number 00000000, and the brightest point in the image to 11111111. This 

produces 256 shades of gray between black and white. It is these binary 

numbers between 0 and 255 that the spacecraft sends back for each pixel in 

every row and column—and it takes a computer to keep track of every number 

for every pixel!  
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Summary: (one well written paragraph) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Activity Directions: Your teacher will give you a picture that you will “digitize” using four different 

sizes of pixels.  To digitize the picture follow the procedure below. 

1. Secure one of the grids to the picture with paper clips.  Measure and record the size of the grid/pixel. 

2. Use vis-à-vis markers to color in the grids on the transparency.  You must decide what to do about 

grids that are partially filled by the picture.  The rule for the transparency is that pixels can only be one 

color or empty.  There is no color blending or shading. 

3. Repeat the process with the other two grids following the same rule you set above. 

4. Arrange the digitized pictures from best to worst.  “Best” means it looks most like the original picture. 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. Using pixel size, which picture is best?  Why? 

 

2. Using pixel size, which picture is worst?  Why? 

 

3. What was your rule for partially filled pixels?  How did the rule affect picture quality? 

 

4. What is the relationship between pixel size and resolution? 
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5. Why is it important for a scientist to know the pixel size and resolution before data gathering and 

analysis starts? 

 

 

6. If you were a NASA scientist studying changes in coastlines, what satellite resolution would you  

accept?  Why?  (Remember, the higher the resolution the more expensive the imagery is.) 

 

 

 

 

7. If you were a NASA scientist studying global rivers, what satellite resolution would you accept?  Why?  

(Remember, the higher the resolution the more expensive the imagery is.) 

 

 

 

Extension: Read and summarize the article on color resolution found here: 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_07.php 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_07.php
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Remote Sensing, Pixels, & Resolution   Teacher Notes 

 

EES Standards: Does not meet any NCEES standards directly but remotely sensed data analysis 

can be used to teach oceanography, hydrology, weather, storms and flooding, biomes, and 

geology.  An understanding of the technology is a prerequisite of its use. 

Time:  If working in groups of 4 students and each student does a grid then 20-30 minutes. 

             If working individually the 60 minutes. 

 

Background Information:  In any digital medium the resolution of the image is dependent upon the 

size of the pixel used to create the image.  A pixel is a block of color or shade of black and white.  When 

all of the pixels are combined the result is a total image.  Zoom in as far as possible on a cell phone 

picture.  What do you see?  What do think a picture would look like if each pixel was the size of your 

screen? The size of the pixel is related to the resolution of the total picture.  The larger the pixel size the 

lower the resolution and the smaller the pixel size the higher the resolution. 

NASA has to address these same types of questions as they design remote sensing satellites.  NASA 

engineers have to balance pixel size and resolution with surface coverage and cost.  Before we begin the 

exercise on pixel size, read and summarize the short article from NASA. 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_06.php 

 

 

Pixels and Bits 

  

Using radio waves, data from Earth-orbiting 

satellites are transmitted on a regular basis to 

properly equipped ground stations. As the data are 

received they are translated into a digital image that 

can be displayed on a computer screen. Just like the 

pictures on your television set, satellite imagery is 

made up of tiny squares, each of a different gray 

shade or color. These squares are called pixels—

short for picture elements—and represent the 

relative reflected light energy recorded for that part 

of the image.  

This weather satellite image of hurricane Floyd from September 15, 1999, has 

been magnified to show the individual picture elements (pixels) that form most 

remote sensing images. (Image derived from NOAA GOES DATA)  

Each pixel represents a square area on an image that is a measure of the sensor's 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_06.php
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ability to resolve (see) objects of different sizes. For example, the Enhanced 

Thematic Mapper (ETM+) on the Landsat 7 satellite has a maximum resolution 

of 15 meters; therefore, each pixel represents an area 15 m x 15 m, or 225 m
2
. 

Higher resolution (smaller pixel area) means that the sensor is able to discern 

smaller objects. By adding up the number of pixels in an image, you can 

calculate the area of a scene. For example, if you count the number of green 

pixels in a false color image, you can calculate the total area covered with 

vegetation.  

How does the computer know which parts of the image should be dark and 

which one should be bright? Computers understand the numeric language of 

binary numbers, which are sets of numbers consisting of 0s and 1s that act as an 

"on-off" switch. Converting from our decimal system to binary numbers, 00 = 

0, 01 = 1, 10 = 2, 11 = 3. Note that we cannot use decimal numbers since all 

computers are fussy—they only like "on" and "off."  

For example, consider an image that is made up of 8 columns by 5 rows of 

pixels. In this figure, four shades are present: black, dark gray, light gray and 

white. The darkest point is assigned the binary number 00, dark gray as 01, 

light gray as 10, and the brightest part the binary number 11. We therefore have 

four pixels (B5, C4, D7 and E2) that the spacecraft says are 00. There are three 

dark gray pixels (B3, C2, C6 and E6) assigned the binary number 01, three light 

gray pixels (D3, D6 and E5) that are binary number 10, and 29 white pixels are 

assigned the binary number 11.  

 

Four shades between white and black would produce images with too much 

contrast, so instead of using binary numbers between 00 and 11, spacecraft use 

a string of 8 binary numbers (called "8-bit data"), which can range from 

00000000 to 11111111. These numbers correspond from 0 to 255 in the 

decimal system. With 8-bit data, we can assign the darkest point in an image to 

the number 00000000, and the brightest point in the image to 11111111. This 

produces 256 shades of gray between black and white. It is these binary 

numbers between 0 and 255 that the spacecraft sends back for each pixel in 
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every row and column—and it takes a computer to keep track of every number 

for every pixel!  
 

 

Summary: (one well written paragraph) 

Check for completeness and accuracy 

 Activity Directions: Your teacher will give you a picture that you will “digitize” using four different 

sizes of pixels.  To digitize the picture follow the procedure below. 

1. Secure one of the grids to the picture with paper clips. Measure and record the size of the grid/pixel. 

2. Use vis-à-vis markers to color in the grids on the transparency.  You must decide what to do about 

grids that are partially filled by the picture.  The rule for the transparency is that pixels can only be one 

color or empty.  There is no color blending or shading. 

3. Repeat the process with the other two grids following the same rule you set above. 

4. Arrange the digitized pictures from best to worst.  “Best” means it looks most like the original picture. 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. Using pixel size, which picture is best?  Why? The one with the smallest pixel size because it gives 

more detail. 

2. Using pixel size, which picture is worst?  Why? The one with the biggest pixel size because it gives the 

least detail 

3. What was your rule for partially filled pixels?  How did the rule affect picture quality? Students’ 

answers will vary. 

4. What is the relationship between pixel size and resolution? The smaller the pixel size the greater the 

resolution. 

5. Why is it important for a scientist to know the pixel size and resolution before data gathering and 

analysis starts?  They want a maximum pixel size that will show the details that they are interested in 

studying. Smaller pixel size will show more details but may be too costly. 

6. If you were a NASA scientist studying changes in coastlines, what satellite resolution would you 

accept?  Why?  (Remember, the higher the resolution the more expensive the imagery is.) Student 

answers will vary but must correspond to the relative size of the objects being studied.  Larger objects 

require less resolution/larger pixel size. 
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7. If you were a NASA scientist studying global rivers, what satellite resolution would you accept?  Why?  

(Remember, the higher the resolution the more expensive the imagery is.)  Student answers will vary 

but must correspond to the relative size of the objects being studied.  Larger objects require less 

resolution/larger pixel size. 

Extension: Read and summarize the article on color resolution found here: 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_07.php 

 

 

  

Color Images  
Another essential ingredient in most remote sensing images is color. While 

variations in black and white imagery can be very informative, the number of 

different gray tones that the eye can separate is limited to about 20 to 30 steps 

(out of a maximum of about 200) on a contrast scale. On the other hand, the eye 

can distinguish 20,000 or more color tints, enabling small but often important 

variations within the target materials or classes to be discerned.  

 

Since different bands (or wavelengths) have a different contrast, computers can 

be used to produce a color image from a black and white remote sensing data 

set. Remember, satellites record the reflected and emitted brightness in the 

different parts of the spectrum, as is demonstrated in the figure above.  

Similar to the screen on a color television set, computer screens can display 

three different images using blue light, green light and red light. The 

combination of these three wavelengths of light will generate the color image 

that our eyes can see. This is accomplished by displaying black and white 

satellite images corresponding to various bands in either blue, green, or red 

light to achieve the relative contrast between the bands. Finally, when these 

three colors are combined, a color image—called a "false color image"—is 

produced (it's called "false color" because colors are assigned that we can see 

and easily interpret with our eyes).  

In order to understand what the colors mean in the satellite image, we must 

know which band (or wavelength) is used for each of the blue, green and red 

parts of the computer display. Without detailed knowledge of how each band 

has been changed for contrast and brightness, we cannot be sure why the colors 

are what they are.  

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/RemoteSensing/remote_07.php
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Picture Possibilities: pictures should be simple but with contours.  Color is best since shades of gray 

are hard to get on a transparency grid.  The easiest pictures to digitize will be clip art. 
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